Invitation to an excursion to
Neresheim, Dinkelsbühl and Rothenburg ob der Tauber
on Saturday 8th April 2017

Rothenburg ob der Tauber © Eberhard Theile

Dear students,
ASSISt invites you to a bus tour to beautifull places along the “Romantische Straße
(Romantic Road)”
We shall meet before 9:50 h at the parking place for buses near “Steinerne Brücke”.
This is not far from the bus stop “Steinerne Brücke” of the municipal buses.
First the bus will take us to Neresheim, where we shall visit the baroque church within
the priory.
We shall continue our journey following the “Romantic Road” to Dinkelsbühl.
Finally we shall have a conducted tour through Rothenburg in English, visiting the
famous medieval old town and its surrounding fortifications.
There will also be time to explore the town on your own.
The bus will take us back to nach Ulm, where we shall arrive at about 20 h.
Your contribution to the costs of this excursion (travel and guided tour) is 12 Euro
(please prepare some change!). The rest will be sponsered by Ulm University.
Please send your binding request to be registered for this trip as soon as possible by
e-mail only to Walter Knauß <walter.knauss@gmx.de>. You will then get an early
confirmation.
Students of master-courses will be preferred. Family and friends can take part by
inquiry.
Best regards

Walter Knauß
p.s. Please do not be late at the meeting point!
In case, you are registered and confirmed and for any reason cannot take part,
inform me immediately, so that we can inform those on the waiting list. It would
be a shame if there are unused places!
home 0731-5521210 , mobil 179-3981635
The excursion is an event voluntarily arranged by senior consultants of ASSIST.
It is not performed by the University of Ulm, your participation is on your own risk!

In order to find your way in Rothenburg on your own, you may print out the city map
below.
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